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“The Nearness of the Stars” 
Luke 21:25-36 

 
25“There will be signs in the sun, the moon, and the stars, and on the earth distress among nations confused by 

the roaring of the sea and the waves. 26People will faint from fear and foreboding of what is coming upon the 

world, for the powers of the heavens will be shaken. 27Then they will see ‘the Son of Man coming in a cloud’ 

with power and great glory. 28Now when these things begin to take place, stand up and raise your heads, 

because your redemption is drawing near.” 

 
29Then he told them a parable: “Look at the fig tree and all the trees;30as soon as they sprout leaves you can see 

for yourselves and know that summer is already near. 31So also, when you see these things taking place, you 

know that the kingdom of God is near. 32Truly I tell you, this generation will not pass away until all things 

have taken place. 33Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away. 34“Be on guard so that 

your hearts are not weighed down with dissipation and drunkenness and the worries of this life, and that day 

catch you unexpectedly, 35like a trap. For it will come upon all who live on the face of the whole earth. 36Be 

alert at all times, praying that you may have the strength to escape all these things that will take place, and to 

stand before the Son of Man.” 

 

 
 

Where does the sky begin? Or for that matter, what is “sky”? As a technical 

definition, the sky is the region of the atmosphere that we can see. And the atmosphere is 

the miraculous mixture that is 78% nitrogen and 21% oxygen, with just a dash of argon and 

a bit of carbon dioxide thrown in. That is the recipe that makes for this beautiful blue thing 

we call sky. 

But where does the sky begin? Nitrogen and oxygen don’t exist only in the sky. 

Nitrogen is also working its way through the roots of plants growing down in the soil. And 

around all those roots, oxygen is squirming its way around in the dirt of the earth. And as 

you and I sit here on this first Sunday of Advent, nitrogen and oxygen are also flowing in us 



and through us – in and through even our bodies. The same stuff that makes the sky is the 

stuff that is in us, around us, passing through us. 

And when we go to the bathroom, despite our best efforts to sanitize it, nitrogen 

atoms are returned to the soil in the excrement. When we die and our remains that are 

buried in the ground we return the elements of the atmosphere to the dirt in this ever-giving, 

always-churning, life-sustaining cycle. 

So, where does the sky begin? Could we say that the sky begins in the dirt? Could we 

say that the sky – the nitrogen, the oxygen – passes through our skin, our bones, our lungs, 

our intestines? 

And where does the sky end?  Some part of our brain tells us that the sky ends about 

50 or 60 miles from the earth. About 50 or 60 miles from here, the air gets thinner, we say – 

there is less oxygen. At that height, we begin to call the atmosphere “space” rather than 

“sky,” that’s the point where need a vehicle to act more like a space ship than like an 

airplane. But even so, even where the atmosphere begins to change, the sky doesn’t really 

end. The same oxygen that is our air, the same oxygen that flows through this place, the 

same oxygen that is in our blood, the same oxygen that is part of the lives of cows and 

poinsettias, the same oxygen that is in snowflakes, and yes even the same oxygen that 

moves through the bodies of ISIS terrorists and men with guns in Colorado clinics, is also 

part of our outer space – it is only found in different quantities. 

Where does the sky begin? Where does the sky end? Somewhere? Nowhere? Deep 

inside us? Far beyond us?  

Or, a better question, How do we remember that we are all part of the same stuff? 

We are all part of the same elemental, creative material. The same universal building blocks 



that cause stars to give light are the same universal ingredients that cause us to burn with 

passion – whether that passion be the detrimental terror caused by an armed thug or the 

graceful love birthed by a person of compassion, we are the same stuff: you, me, our Advent 

greenery, the sprouting fig, the clouds in sky, the sun, the moon, the stars.  Muslim, 

Christian, Jew, atheist, Jain, Hindu, lesbian, gay, straight, bisexual, transgender, cisgender, 

donkey in the manger, turkey on the platter: we are created of the same material. As 

scientists tell it, all of creation is comprised of the same 100 and some odd elements. As a 

one theologian has said it, “We are all interrelated participants in the big picture that is the 

universe.” 

For most of human history, religion had a layered view of that universe.  For a long 

time, religion told us that God – or the gods – lived in Heaven. And heaven was up, the top 

layer of the universe.  We humans – like cows chewing cud – lived down here on a lower 

layer called earth. Traditional religion said that the God who lived up in heaven worked a 

day job as a King or Ruler or Judge. And for a long time, religion said that God tossed 

down lightning bolts or caused floods or drought as ways to communicate with us mortals 

down here.  

Then religion changed and became more humane: Rather than tossing moons or 

stars like baseballs, God began to use mediators, such as Jesus or Mary and the saints and 

church leaders and prophets and preachers, who devised dogma and rules and rituals to tell 

us what is good, right, and holy. The idea of a far-off God – speaking through signs in the 

sky or babies in a manger – formed the basis of western religious life. And it has provided 

millions and millions of people with meaning and comfort. And it has been abused by 



thousands and thousands who have marauded and killed and controlled and oppressed 

because they presented themselves as the press agents or the foot soldiers of this far-off God. 

Writer and theologian Diane Butler Bass has done a masterful job of exploring this 

idea in her new book, “Grounded.”  I am grateful for her thinking that has shaped much of 

this sermon. 

Dr. Butler Bass has asked some thoughtful questions about this God-up-there: Was 

this up-there “God only watching us, like a spiritual voyeur? Was God a puppet master, 

making us do all these things to conform to some mysterious divine plan? Was God a judge, 

ready at a moment's notice to punish us? Was God a disappointed parent whose love we 

sorely tested?” 

She goes on to say, “Over the last few decades, more and more people have 

concluded that such a divinity is absurd, looking either powerless or like a monster. What 

good is God-in-Heaven when the problems are here? Why won’t a benevolent God stop 

human suffering and fix everything? Where is that God, the one who is supposed to love 

and care? The perfectly logical response to these questions – especially now – is that there is 

no God. Thus, humanism, agnosticism, atheism, and post-theism are all on the rise. 

“It seems clear,” she says, “a distant God will no longer do.” 

Instead, we are called to find new ways to think of God, to speak of God, to name 

God, to experience God. 

In searching for a new vocabulary and a new way of understanding God, Diane 

Butler Bass turns to the most primitive of elements: she turns to water, the earth and to sky. 

And so as we move through the Advent season toward Christmas, as we hear this 

wonderful story again with its poetry of messengers in the sky and angels singing and stars 



serenely beaming, we are invited to remember a new and ancient promise: We are part of all 

that is. 

“The Kingdom of God is within you,” Jesus said.  Or among you or between you, 

some translators say. Which is a beautiful affirmation of the present-ness of God 

In the 1300s, the German mystic Meister Eckhart preached a sermon entitled “The 

Nearness of the Kingdom.” In that sermon he said, “I have a capacity in my soul for taking 

in God entirely. I am as sure as I live that nothing is so near to me as God. God is nearer to 

me than I am to myself; my existence depends on the nearness and the presence of God.” 

I would improvise on the old German’s words to say that it isn’t so much for us to 

take in the Kingdom of God, as it is to be aware that we are the Kingdom of God.  We are 

the stuff of stars and planets. We are oxygen and dust and water. We are creation itself, as is 

God. We are connected to all that is. 

I would argue with the writers of the Gospel and say, “Look not to signs in the sun 

and moon and stars, but look to ourselves, for we are the sun and moon and stars.   They 

inhabit us and we them.” 

And we humans, we creaturely, failed and fantastic humans, inhabit each other. 

I would affirm the words of the Gospel writer when he or she says, “Stand up and 

raise your heads, because your redemption is drawing near.”  For indeed our redemption 

has drawn near when we recognize that we are not just connected to each other, but we are 

one another. We are the same stuff, the same material, the same creative components. 

That is a powerful word when we open ourselves to the science of life: We are 

connected, we are the same elements.  All seven billion of us and the stars and the trees and 

the power of life. We are one. That is a life-affirming word. 



And, that is a challenging word, when we take it seriously. That is something I don’t 

want to hear myself preach.  Except that I sense our world so desperately needs it: We are 

each other. 

You and me, and the ISIS warrior with his would-be bombs and the home-grown 

terrorist in a health clinic, we are made from the same oxygen. We are the same creation. 

And so I cannot fear him and I cannot hate him, for we are the same. I do not cringe at the 

crazed words of a politicians, for that person and I are of the same stuff: we breathe the 

same air, we come from the same stars, we create the same sky. 

The stars are not far off. God is not far off. We are not far off from each other.  We 

are one. We create for and with each other. We are one, we creation of the galaxy. We are 

one, sisters and brothers with each other, with the sky, and with the stars.   

Let us love one another. Let us love ourselves. Amen.  


